They’re Crackers !

W

hat an amazing ‘phone message to hear when a local agent says he has been weighing weaners
and they are the “best he’s ever seen – crackers.” Firstly, they are pure Shorthorns and,
secondly, they are by Dunbeacon bulls out of cows bred from Dunbeacon genetics. The tops weighed in
at 500kgs at 10 – 11 months.
Following a return phone call we had a fantastic morning with the Schwartz family at Biniguy, east of Moree.
Julie, thanks for a great smoko.
Bruce gave us the grand tour… First we saw some
PTIC cows that would make any cattle person say
“… how good are these?...”
They were a fantastic line of big capacity mobile
cows that I would have loved to have brought
home.

Then we went to see the weaners on forage oats and we
definitely agreed with the agent – absolute crackers! The
growth, thickness and softness was present across the
whole line.
These weaners were all by a Dunbeacon bull, sired by
Dunbeacon Granite, the Schwartz family purchased from
us in 2012 who had grown into an outstanding sire.
The muscling that was present in these cattle was
tremendous. One steer especially would have stood
highly at any steer show with thickness over the top and
in the hind quarter.

After the weaners we went on into the next paddock
to see cows calving – as you can see, plenty of
softness and milk in these mothers.
The Schwartz family have continued to improve their
cattle for many years and have been rewarded for
their diligence with a line of functional fertile cows
that can produce high end progeny year after year.
Thank you Bruce, Julie and Brad for a terrific day.
July 2015: Moree Sale
24 Steers averaged 484kg @ $3.10/kg (13 months)
$1,500.40 Average per head
A GREAT RESULT !

